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Abstract. With the popularity of electronic devices and the maturity of minimization in communication 
technology, more and more objects are created to improve miscellaneous interaction. However, they are 
often designed to engage users during limited time. Moreover, when overloaded information is shown 
on a computer screen, it not only occupies the visual sense and ignores the function of the other senses 
but also almost interrupts our work at hand in everyday life. In this thesis, we probe many rules of 
interaction design and draw the key elements from the interesting experience in our daily life. By this 
way, we redesign the prototype which is able to improve social interaction tenderly and spin out the 
group movements in ambient form. Furthermore, we consider sense of hearing and transform it to be 
more active and memorable social movements, opening a new way and direction to the interaction 
interface of communication. Finally, design principles of this type of ambient interaction are discussed 
and two prototypes, Social Radio and Social Clock, are presented with implementation detail.  
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 1.  Introduction 

The trend in technology development today is upgrading the requirement of software and hardware, to 
enable more information loading and ubiquitous computing. Consequently, there are more and more 
information and applications which can't be easily digested by humans within the limited time in our daily 
lives. In these applications, the social network application is surely a pervading genre with rapidly growing 
popularity. With powerful network technology, social software seems to promise a better future to connect 
people whenever and wherever they need. However, if we rethink computer mediation as well as social 
interaction, rather than taking current social software for granted, there is still much space to explore. 

In this research, we first ask "what is the possible form and material of computer mediated social 
interaction?" By examining ways of communication and forms of everyday objects, we can gradually figure 
out that our target is to design everyday objects for social interaction with ambient form and networked 
media (Fig.1). 

In the physical setting of our everyday life, social interaction happens not only with explicit form and 
real-time response, but also with implicit form such as written script, post-it stickers, footprints, and so on. 
In another words, people construct an understanding about others by using all types of senses in the 
physical environment. Moreover, to feel the atmosphere and group dynamics of a team, visiting the 
workspace and observing all the physical settings there, is usually helpful to understand the underlying 
background of the whole team. For example, knowing what kind of music being listened in their workspace 
as well as what messages written on the whiteboard, all helps us to learn more about their group dynamics. 
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Fig. 1.  Scenario of our household routine with an everyday object. 

In addition to physicality, with the rapid expanding of Internet, the emerging types of social interaction 
become different from the traditional methods. This kind of computer mediated social interaction has 
broken the boundary of time and space, and  tools like instant message (IM), internet-phone, and email, 
help us to keep in touch with people who live far away from us. In addition to convenient communication, 
computer mediated intimacy and the feeling of connectedness are becoming more a part of the overall 
theme. 

Recently, there are many studies presenting new ways to improve the feeling of intimacy for remote 
couples [3][5][7][8][9][10][13] or to prolong the connectedness for families and groups [4][6][11][12]. We 
carefully analyzed these studies and surprisingly discovered that most of them used traditional first sensory, 
sight (Fig.2), to be the channel of communication, but few were mediated through second sensory, such as 
touch, hearing, smell, and taste (Fig.3). Compared with ordinary social software, the key points of these 
studies are the designing of the connected feeling rather than convenient communication. 
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Fig. 2.  Analysis of social applications over sensory and attention. 

Although computer-mediated relationships can be transmitted by different methods, the most used 
channel is sight. We are wondering whether there is another of the five senses better represents the 
characteristics of connected feeling. For example, lo-fi ambient sound from distant lovers might work 
better than real-time high resolution video.  In other words, we are interested in what kind of material 
should be transmitted to facilitate computer-mediated intimacy and to evoke the feeling of connectedness. 
In addition to material, if information technology is not able to be concrete in human sense forms, it would 
be very difficult for us to benefit in everyday life from the existing experience, emotion, habit, faith, and 
ritual. 
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Fig. 3.  Social applications and senses. 

Instead of making people learn and engage in novel interaction behavior, this research proposes to return 
the elements of social interaction to the original material and the corresponding metaphor. Therefore, we 
explore every sense of the human body to be the new notion of information communication and probe the 
five key elements which can be employed for promoting social interaction. Transferring to the 
representation in space and time, we take repeated everyday habits and rituals of interaction into 
consideration and fulfill new design objects in the ambient form (Fig.4). The design principles of this type 
of ambient interaction are discussed and two prototypes Social Radio and Social Clock, which are everyday 
objects implicitly revealing group dynamics are presented with implementation detail. 

 

Fig. 4. Routine behaviors with everyday objects in daily life (a) Tuning in AM or FM (b) Turning off the clock alarm. 

2.  Analyzing the Traditional Ways of Interaction  

In general, the traditional ways of social interaction require that we maintain a focus on each other. It 
would be almost impossible to respond later or skip others' messages delivered to us without taking a break. 
However, the emerging technologies provide much more different ways of communication.  For instance, 
users can tolerate answering with some delays on Internet. The distant interacting partner would think that 
you're typing, struggling with the lag of Internet, or away for a cup of coffee. As the phenomena show, the 
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discontinuity either in space or time is one prominent feature in the digital age. Rather than thinking that 
the traditional ways vanish, we think that there are other ways to fill the gap. 

Moreover, people are much busier than they were ten years ago. People are more occupied with 
learning, engaged in activities, and utilizing more software and electronic devices. Because of this busy-
life-style, we sometimes neglect communication with our family and friends.  

Therefore, in this chapter, we try to analyze the traditional methods of communication and interaction 
ways, emphasizing the importance of ambient and the use of everyday objects for improving social 
interaction.  

2.1  Ways of the Communication 

The ways we communicate are limited to the senses of our human body. Generally speaking, there are five 
senses to communicate, including sight, hearing, taste, smell and touch. 

However, not all of them are used to communicate directly with others. Sight, hearing and touch are 
more often used in combination to communicate. Still sight is the strongest and dominates the other senses. 
For example, we are used to using our eyes rather than ears, so that the first choice of communication tools 
are usually sight-related, such as face-to-face video conference and instant messaging (IM) etc. However, 
other communication tools, such as the telephone, have been developed to work with the remaining senses. 
In the case of the telephone, it is sound and hearing that is employed. 

2.2  Ambient and Everyday Objects    

When a new technology is invented initially, it will grab all of our focus [18], like computers and mobile 
phones do today. We usually engage in the new technology unconsciously, even though it interrupts the 
work in process. The following scenarios very often occur: 

You are reading a newspaper and you have opened your RSS reader. You try to focus on the reading, but 
you will find that you can't stop peeking at the RSS reader. 

The RSS reader is one example, but other types of new technology, such as instant messaging (IM), 
email, cell phone ring tones, could be substituted in its place. 

All of these current technologies are still too primitive to be considered ambient communicators. The 
problem with the current technology is that many objects are designed with flashing, interrupting, and 
quick-responding, features. All of them are trying to grab our attention, which causes people to become 
distracted. Therefore, Weiser proposed that in the future, people will begin to design a calmer type of 
technology, which is less intrusive [18]. 

On the other hand, even though we design a special object for interaction, still, it is not ambient. The 
object is still very different from the others in our life so that we have to learn to adapt it. Therefore, the 
challenge would be how to design a lightweight everyday objects with lightweight interaction  and ambient 
legibility [19] , in which group dynamics can be sensed as smell, sound, surrounding light, and other  
ambient media. Moreover, we will also introduce the concept of slow technology [2] to our interaction 
design agenda. 

2.3  Analyzing Sensory and Attention of the Communication 

In our everyday lives, we may talk to our colleagues face to face saying good morning and exchanging a 
few pleasantries. After powering on the computer, Internet communication software such as msn and 
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Google Talk are used to start connecting to the outside world. What we do almost every day includes 
logging into the email box to monitor and reply to email. During the break time, we also may call our 
friends or send a message to confirm the meeting time for an after work date. Sometimes, we post articles 
to our blog and visit a specific forum to express our opinions. 

The communication method varies from traditional to contemporary at times. There are much computer-
mediated commercial software packages which are able to enrich the interaction methods between people. 
Since the interaction between people is an essential part in our everyday lives, how can we make the 
communication to be more enjoyable and simple? 

Firstly, we classified these communication methods according to the human sense interface. They are 
divided into two parts: first sensory, sight, and second sensory by y axis, requiring attention high and low 
during every communication separated by x axis (Fig. 5). By this analysis, we discovered that both the 
traditional and current types of the communication methods and tools take advantage of the primary human 
sensory channels.  In addition, widespread instant messaging tools on the Internet capture our attention to 
fulfill the goal of communication. This means that when users are engaging in communication with each 
other, they have to put down the work at hand to participate in that communication. It not only disrupts the 
fluency [1] of our everyday lives but also requires more of our attention. Due to this, sometimes 
disorientation of interaction and communication will occur. 

 
Fig. 5. Classification of the communication ways over the sense and attention. 

For this reason, we think outside the box of the traditional communication interfaces and design new 
prototypes of Social Radio and Social Clock in which people are engaged through the sense of hearing. In 
other words, choosing hearing to be the communication channel will keep the fluency of our daily life.  

Additional key elements of improving social interaction are discussed in the next chapter, including the 
details for implementation. 
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3.  Probing the Elements of Social Interaction 

In this section, we probe many rules of interaction design and draw key elements from the interesting 
experiences in our daily life. By these methods, we concluded five important factors for improving social 
interaction and merged all of them into our newly designed everyday objects in ambient form. 

3.1  Second Sensory 

Our eyes furnish us with a lot of input information such as light, color, movement, location, and facial 
expressions. Sight is the primary sense to process this information. 

Social interaction often occupies the primary senses to a degree that if we want to interact with others on 
the Internet, we need to stop doing things which we are working on, such as msn, twitter, and etc. 
Therefore, an alternative field we are interested in is to design a new object which reserves the primary 
senses to the user for doing the important activities and uses the second senses for social interaction. 

Since the sight often becomes our primary sense for social interaction, we might consider using other 
senses such as hearing, smell, ambient light, vibration, as the method for communication. During our 
design process, we are interested in employing hearing as a second sense. Thus we set the condition that the 
design will based on sound. 

In our daily lives, we use our ears to hear sounds of laughter, emotional voices, a variety of music, clock 
alarms and bell rings, as well as noise around us caused by electronic facilities, environment, and so on. We 
are able to sense danger, feel enjoyment through music and understand instructions when we receive the 
data interpreted by our brains through our ears. Hence, hearing is such a powerful sense and that's the 
reason why we choose hearing as the secondary sense. 

When sitting in a clamorous party with noisy music, people talking, keys and glasses clinking, and dogs 
barking, we are still able to chat away with the friend sitting across the table. We usually refer to this 
process as sensory integration [20]. In our design consideration, we focus on this human ability and try to 
develop a new way to interact socially incorporating the property of sensory integration. 

3.2  Random and Shuffle 

Randomness and uncertainty are keys to a challenging and enjoyable game. For example, poker takes 
advantage of shuffling cards to realize randomness. On account of the probability, the result of the dice 
always makes people eagerly anticipate the outcome. To make unexpected and joyful communication 
objects, we will take the element of randomness into consideration in our design project. 

 
Playing music in a random order is much more interesting than predefined sequential order. A song 

played with uncertain proceeding and following songs will surely bring different and usually surprising 
hearing experience to listeners. This is one of the reasons why people like to listen to their familiar song 
played by a radio program. Moreover, if all the songs are contributed by our friends, the random playback 
would be much like a joyful jukebox. Therefore, rather than precisely representing media provided by 
social members, either in temporal sequence or user identification, we add randomness to our design as a 
key element. 

3.3  Implicit Form 

As the Internet technology made great progress, the information communication with high resolution is 
able to be more concrete such as 2D flash, 3D models and videos. However, high definition media might 
not make people comfortable in communication. 
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When the expression and transmission of the information referred to the social interaction, explicit form 
is not always the best choice, but sometimes the utilization of the implicit form will have the better 
immense effect.  

 
Design Research Method has mentioned that there is one broad category of unobtrusive measures of 

behavior known as physical trace measures. These measures make use of physical evidence of some 
behavior. For example, "if researchers want to discover attitudes toward racial integration of the school, 
they have studied graffiti in school restrooms. Other examples include smudges on pages of library books 
to see which pages are most read and grease prints on display cases in museums to see which displays are 
most interesting to children" [14]. Information could be in a very implicit form. 

 
The team researched the topic of social immersive media discovered that using a silhouette or shadow of 

a user to be the projection has surprising advantages over a full-color representation. The reason is that 
people feel discomfort and self-consciousness with a color video representation of themselves. Therefore, 
the ambiguous form (silhouette) is not only socially liberating, but it also satisfies laws about privacy and 
alleviates these concerns [15]. 

 
It implies us that the implicit form (a shadow) may appear more “real” and have more power to the user 

than explicit form (a video image). Although it sounds paradoxical, we took the implicit form to convey the 
information of our Social Radio into consideration and discovered that there were absolutely more merits 
than the traditional way of information delivery, which were always used in explicit form. 

 
Considering semantics, every motion and interaction with others in the physical world can be thought as 

explicit or implicit. Implicit methods are useful and expressive in our daily life. For example, roses for 
lovers usually express our love explicitly. However, if the number of roses is 101, the implicit meaning 
could be "my one and only one." Similarly, 365 roses would express the meaning of "loving you everyday." 
Common semantics bindings with flowers include "farewell and goodbye" for marigold, "great love" for 
oriental lily, "please remember me" for pansy, and so on. 

Explicit attitude can transfer messages directly to others with the disadvantage that an instant response, 
either accepting or rejecting, should be made immediately. Moreover, the message receivers would have to 
be interrupted from their activity. On the other hand, a meaning with implicit expression is usually so 
ambiguous that people would feel like they are in an unlimited and imaginary space. A quick and instant 
response to implicit expression is unnecessary in general. 

Therefore, if computer-mediated social interaction is performed with implicit expression, rather than 
explicit message in a traditional instant message system, the interactive user would experience much more 
soft, imaginary, and ambiguous space without pressure. 

3.4  Ritual  

Ritual usually functions as a tool of empowerment or emphasizes the meanings of some periodically 
repeated behavior. The power of ritual is usually adopted to create, remind, evoke, and amplify meanings 
of important events in our daily life. 

Moreover, a regular pattern of daily practice can also be regarded as a ritual, through which we feel 
stability and satisfaction. The atmosphere and contextual detail during the process of a ritual would build 
up special memory, and enhance the intuition and certainty of our behavior manipulation of the object. In 
addition to individual daily practice, a ritual might also include periodical participation of group members 
and special dating. 

We think that interactive social software would be better woven into our life if our design objects are to 
be practiced in a form of daily ritual. Instead of learning a novel and exciting interactive application, users 
can keep on practicing the daily ritual with calmly embedded computing technology. 
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3.5  Slow Technology    

"As computers are increasingly woven into the fabric of everyday life, interaction design may have to 
change." [2]. 

 
Slow technology differs from the task-oriented work which emphasizes performance efficiency and 

speed. It is eager to reserve a fertile land, which makes people think about the context of the produced 
information.  

 
Furthermore, slow technology could be thought of as inheriting its design from the concept of calm 

technology [18] and ambient computing. Furthermore, it cares about the perspective of affordance which 
depends on time and space, rather than consuming time, but more social and reflecting. The focus is on the 
long-term interactions between human beings and digital system. Hence, we know that designers must not 
only reform digital technology as visible forms and integrate them into our surrounding, but also immerse 
them into our everyday lives perfectly.  

 
Taking slow technology into consideration, we shape digital software into our everyday objects, radio 

and clock, through convenient Internet technology. Moreover, we choose music as the media to pass it on 
to every user. By making interaction through the sense of hearing, the information transmission is not so 
invasive and it allows users to feel the social context without being overburdened.  

 
Delivering the information in ambient form instead of through a cold data display, we are eager for a 

warm representation. Certainly, the ambient orb [17] is a good design example to provide ambient 
information.  Nevertheless, it only presents a data stream rather than a social relationship.  

 
In the next section, we demonstrate in detail the new design objects, Social Radio and Clock which are 

the integration of the many important interaction concepts and social elements referred to above. They not 
only present the information in an ambient form, but also imply more of a relationship of social sharing and 
caring. 

4.  Designed Everyday Objects to Improve Social Interaction  

In the following paragraphs, we present the redesign of radio and clock with the concept of social function 
and ambient form discussed in the previous paragraphs. We also examine some basic design issues. 

4.1  Social Radio 

We redesigned the radio and named it Social Radio. Listening to the radio is an ordinary behavior, while 
we usually do another job with it. For example, we can listen to the radio while painting or we can do 
reading and listening simultaneously. Listening to the radio doesn’t always grab our full attention, but we 
can sense its presence by the sound it produces.  
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Fig. 6.  Social Radio immersing in everyday lives. 

Social Radio takes the internet radio as its kernel concept, and mixes the music material and social 
elements in ambient form. The biggest difference between internet radio and Social Radio is that users can 
upload the music they like or recommend to the server. All music you are listening to from the Social 
Radio is uploaded by members of your group (Fig.7).  

When you are listening to a familiar style of music, you will know that someone shares the same musical 
taste with you. On the contrary, you will feel surprised if the music is not what you knew before. 
Broadcasting a same sequence of uploaded music from a group, this interaction is very implicit. Even 
though members are in different environment, they will listen to the same clips at the same time. Thus, 
similar flowing dynamics of music are experience in different contexts. Although we are not directly 
interacting with members of our group, we can still feel the group dynamic. We are also able to sense 
whether someone may be feeling happy or sad.  

Social Radio also supports a web interface. Users can upload and listen to music on it, chat on it, or 
leave comments about the music that is playing. Moreover, when some members find an interesting song 
playing, the background Social Radio will automatically shift to the foreground of their attention. If users 
have something to say, they can comment on the current music clip. The comments at that moment can 
explicitly help the social interaction of a group. 

Unlike other similar designs, this action is forced-free, meaning there is not any strong signal, such as a 
flashing light or sound to interrupt you.   

The playlist of Social Radio is designed with the concept of aging and rating. A music clip will be 
played with less and less frequency if new music clips are uploaded or if it is rated lower. The playlist of 
the group represents the group dynamics. By noticing the changes in music style, members can get an 
impression about other members in this social group.  
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Fig. 7. Screenshot of Social Radio 

4.2   Implementation 

Random and Shuffle 
 
Although music in Social Radio is uploaded by members, the constant sequence still lets users get bored. 
Therefore, a random sequence of music play would be more effective in preventing users from becoming 
bored with the musical selections. Moreover, some music might have a special meaning. It could be a song 
which your friends used to celebrate your birthday, or has some special message in the lyrics. These 
attributes could improve the social interaction of the group in an implicit way.  
 

Extremely strange or rarely heard music clips would become interesting topics to discuss when members 
meet. During our interview, most users confirmed and appreciate this phenomenon. 

Explicit and Implicit  
 
Improving social interaction by communicating in implicit ways is different from the way we usually 
communicate. The typical ways in which we interact are face to face, over the telephone or by written mail 
and email. These methods require that users respond in to the communication. It implores the receiver to 
reply.  
 

The concept of the Social Radio experiment is that all the interactions are designed to occur in an 
implicit way. You can upload a music clip for your friends and then they can in turn upload another clip 
based on their interpretation of the meaning of song you uploaded. However, the ambiguity of Social Radio 
makes listeners guess who uploaded a track and the possible semantics with a specific music clip. This 
implicit feature makes Social Radio different from other design objects.  

The Power of Ritual  
 

The concept of a ritual is that you repeat an action everyday or in a very specific order. The action of the 
ritual could become a part of one’s everyday life. Twyla Tharp thinks that a ritual could also become a 
warm-up exercise to evoke the creative process [16]. 

 
Walking to your office could be a ritual, arbitrarily painting on the paper could be a ritual, and listening 

to the radio could be a ritual. Social Radio binds itself to this kind of behavior and thus listening to Social 
Radio could become a daily ritual to get the feeling of connectedness to a group. It could be seamlessly 
woven into daily life.  In other words, Social Radio hides behind the ambient communication form.  
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As we reveal the design concept of Social Radio, we can see the advantages of the design principles 
when applied to designing an object for improved social interaction. Next, we will discuss another design 
concept, the Social Clock. 

4.3   Social Clock  

The design of Social Clock is similar to that of the Social Radio.  The Social Clock transforms the ordinary 
alarm into sociable material. With the concept of the community, users can upload any piece of sound or 
recorded voice to the clock. When the clock rings, it will pick a sound randomly. This design creates an 
interesting ritual and the unpredictability of the clock alarm sound can be a subject to initiate conversation 
and communication within the group.  Users of the Social Clock will look forward to waking up to hear 
which alarm sound is played.   

 
Imagine the following scenario of the random alarm ring. One of your friends would record their voice 

for you, but your clock doesn’t select this sound initially.  Nevertheless, others may hear it at a later time. 
Maybe they would upload additional voice recordings to your clock or they would send an email to you. 
This mismatch of communication will bring surprise to you, and evoke the social interaction of your 
group.     

 
The Social Radio and Social Clock implement our design principles. You can see the advantage of using 

everyday objects as a way to transform the everyday behavior to a more sociable interaction.  Moreover,   
both objects are unobtrusive. These two objects won't use any signal to interrupt your work and they hide 
behind ambient forms of communication  rather than using an explicit form of communication annoy or 
distract you such as instant messaging.  

4.4   Comments 

The website of Social Radio is on the url below: http://www.dt.ntust.edu.tw/socialradio/. Our server runs on 
Ubuntu 7.04 and uses SHOUT as broadcasting server. The website of Social Radio is written by php and 
MySQL. When a music clip uploaded, we will re-generate the play list to make sure the randomness. The 
webpage embedded a VLC plug-in; therefore the user can listen to the radio without open another 
application like iTune . 

Before collecting the user responses, group participants were exposed to the Social Radio and Social 
Clock for approximately one week. 

All members indicated a difference between the Social Radio and the traditional radio (or internet radio). 
Members stated that the Social Radio has some interesting features and that the unpredictability of the 
objects is the most important one.  The element of randomness and unpredictability will keep the 
interactions between the group members fresh and dynamic. 

5. Conclusion  

From the two examples of Social Radio and Social Clock, to begin with, we use the sense of hearing to 
substitute for the experience of seeing. This computer-mediated sound is often used in interaction and the 
members of the group are able to upload the songs which could imply their preference in privacy and help 
to realize unnoticed personality of other members. In this way, it changes the method of communication 
from a forcible one to a gentle one. 

 
The newly designed objects will not replace the user’s sight, but rather will use a softer method of 

communication through use of the other senses to avoid disturbing the user while they are engaged in an 
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activity.  Incorporating randomness and unpredictability into this softer method of communication helps to 
keep the communication fresh and enjoyable when it occurs.  

 
Finally, by applying the principles of slow technology, we help users to relax and enjoy their time rather 

than feel hurried by passage of it.  With the ambient form incorporated into the technology that pervades 
their daily activities, users of the technology can feel the freedom to enjoy their surroundings and the space 
which they occupy. 
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